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Workspace: breadcrumb problem if folder in tree is clicked on VRE Folders
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Description
When a folder inside a VRE Folder is clicked the breadcrumb behaviour is not uniform, see attached screenshot

History

#1 - Sep 03, 2015 12:42 PM - Francesco Mangiacrapa
I checked my VRE folders and for all (folders) the breadcrumb is uniform. It seems a problem of display name to the specific VRE folder (Parthenos)
@valentina.marioli
Can you check if the displayName of Parthenos is right?

//Breadcrumb reads:
name = shared.isVreFolder()?shared.getDisplayName():wsFolder.getName();

#2 - Sep 03, 2015 05:34 PM - Valentina Marioli
I've checked, but getDisplayName() returns "Parthenos", so it's right.

#3 - Sep 03, 2015 05:52 PM - Francesco Mangiacrapa
- Status changed from New to Closed

Currently the breadcrumb seems work fine, it shows the getDisplayName() (so "Parthenos") instead of fullname. Unfortunately, I can't reproduce the problem so i'm going to close this ticket. Another ticket will be opened if the issue will happen again
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